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India's northwestern Rajasthan state scheduled four hours of power cuts for factories, making it
at least the third state to disrupt industrial activity to manage surging power demand amid an
intense heat wave.

Extreme heat continued to scorch large swathes of south Asia this week, offering no reprieve
after the hottest March on record in India, and triggering comments from Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on India getting too hot too early.

India's western Gujarat state and Andhra Pradesh restricted industrial activity this month as air
conditioning demand peaked and economic activity picked up following an end to coronavirus-
related restrictions.

The desert state of Rajasthan also imposed four-hour power cuts for rural regions, exposing
thousands of families in the desert state to extreme temperatures, with peak summer heat still to
come before cooling monsoon rains arrive in June.

Maximum power demand in India surged to a record high on Tuesday, and is seen rising by as
much as a tenth next month. The India Meteorological Department has warned of worse
heatwave conditions in the coming days.

The unprecendented heat puts millions of blue-collar workers, including construction and farm
labourers and those working on factory shop floors, at great risk. Sunstrokes have claimed
thousands of Indian lives in the past.

Industrial disruption and widespread power cuts are also bad news for corporate India, as
economic activity has just started to pick up after months of stagnation amid coronavirus
lockdowns.

A rapid rise in power demand has also left India scrambling for coal, the dominant fuel used in
electricity generation. Coal inventories are at the lowest pre-summer levels in at least nine years
and electricity demand is seen rising at the fastest pace in nearly four decades.

A train shortage is exacerbating the crisis, with India's power secretary telling a court-ordained
meeting this week that train availability was 6% lower than required.

This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.
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